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more privacy

more productivity

We hear you.
trendway puts the private back in private office. With outstanding speech 

privacy ratings of up to sPP-74, trendway Architectural Products create 

environments that are incredibly quiet and incomparably productive. 

We’ll work together to find the right combination for your right level of 

acoustics. see, we really are listening.

listen up: Acoustics matter – a lot. studies show that 
workplace privacy leads to worker productivity, which 
in turn leads to overall profitability. that’s why we 
designed trendWall, trendWall clear and trendWall 
Flooring solution to enhance acoustical performance 
from the floor up, so you can find the perfect balance 
of sound and silence throughout your space. We’ll 
help you create a more pleasant work environment, 
from floorplan to floorplan, without compromise. Just 
another reason why trendway Architectural Products 
are such a sound investment.
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 People, planet, profit. 
trendway Architectural Products are designed with the triple bottom line in mind. Which means that while you create – and 
recreate – the most perfect spaces on earth, you’re protecting your investment. Not to mention Mother earth herself.

Acoustics 101   |   think of acoustics as a study of balances. the only thing more destructive to worker productivity than 
too much noise, is not enough of it. so just how do you strike a balance between how much sound (and how much silence) is 
right for your space? Begin by understanding how acoustics are measured.

Noise reduction coefficient (Nrc)   |  Nrc is a single-number rating used in specification and product descriptions 
to show the sound-absorbing capabilities of a particular material. Nrc ratings commonly are given for acoustical ceiling 
tiles and systems furniture panels. A material is typically not classified as a sound absorber unless it has an Nrc value of at 
least 0.40. Porous materials, like fiberglass batt, have high Nrc ratings because they allow sound waves to penetrate deeply 
into the material.

 
sound transmission class (stc)  |  stc is a single number system used to rate the airborne sound transmission 
performance of a product like a wall, panel or ceiling. the higher the stc number, the better the product’s ability to block 
sound transmission. A two- or three-point difference in stc ratings is insignificant because it is not detectable by the human 
ear. specifiers, therefore, should not assume that a panel or partition with a higher stc rating is functionally better than one 
with a slightly lower rating. like Nrc, stc is a quick screening tool for comparing construction and material types, and not 
for design or calculation purposes.
 
Noise criteria (Nc)  |  Nc is the measurement of background noise in specific interior environments. Because too much 
quiet can be as distracting as too much noise, the ideal work environment provides a healthy balance between the two. in fact, 
it may be necessary to create background – or white – noise using a sound masking system that emits sound vibrations that 
spread out into the ceiling, and filter unnoticeably into office space.

 
 
typical Background Noise levels

Boardroom Nc-30 

Auditorium Nc-30 

Video/conference room Nc-30 

typical conference room Nc-30 

Private office Nc-35-38 

open plan office Nc-38-40 

Public areas  Nc-40-55

Workplace Acoustics
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speech Privacy Potential (sPP)  |  sPP is the measurement of how much privacy can be achieved from 
one area to another. sPP is calculated by adding together the stc and Nc ratings. As shown in the chart below, an sPP less 
than 60 provides no privacy, while an sPP of 85 provides maximum privacy. in explaining sPP, confidential speech privacy 
is commonly said to exist if fewer than 10% of the spoken sentences can be understood correctly by a listener in an adjacent 
space. the audibility of a particular sound, including speech, is dependent on how distinguishable the sound is from the 
continuous background noise.

degrees of speech Privacy

total privacy  85  shouting is barely audible. 

highly confidential  80  Normal levels not audible.  
  raised voices barely audible but not intelligible. 

excellent  75  Normal voice levels barely audible.   
  raised voices audible but mostly unintelligible. 

Good  70  Normal voices are audible but unintelligible 
  most of the time. raised voices are mostly unintelligible. 

Fair  65  Normal voices audible and intelligible some of the time.  
  raised voices are intelligible.

Make Private offices really Private
consider this equation: combine the typical private office, with an approximate rating of Nc-35, with trendWall solid wall 
sections, which have a rating of stc-39, and you get an sPP rating of 74 (Nc-35 plus stc-39). likewise, trendWall clear has 
an stc rating of 36, yielding an sPP rating of 71 (Nc-35 plus stc-36). so whether you choose trendWall or trendWall clear, 
your trendWall private office will be just that.

speech Privacy ratings with trendWall

Public Areas  39  40-45  80-85  total Privacy 

open Plan offices  39  38-40  78-80  highly confidential

Private offices  39  35-38  75-78  excellent

*Assumes trendWall sound packing option.

 sPeech PriVAcY 
PriVAcY rAt iNG  Pot eNt iAl (sPP)  descriPt ioN oF PriVAcY

AdJoiNiNG AreA  stc*  +  Nc  =  sPP  PriVAcY

office Partition construction and Performance levels 

drywall partition up to acoustical ceiling line stc-30± 

drywall partition through acoustical ceiling 6" stc-35± 

drywall partition with insulation, full height up to slab stc-40-45 

Multiple layered drywall with insulation, full height up to slab  stc -45+ 

 

ot her coNst ruct ioN Met hod stc
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 More is more. 
Get the most from trendway Architectural Products with these acoustical enhancements:

•  Use solid panels instead of glazed panels wherever possible.
•  Add gaskets and door sweeps for doors.
•  Use batt insulation above the ceiling.
•  With reveal-edge ceiling tiles, attach the crown to the ceiling grid with a Trendway-provided grid block.
•  Add sound packaging to TrendWall pilasters, base, crown and wall channels.
•  Minimize the use of filler panels, especially in areas where privacy is a concern.

When mapping your floorplan, remember that there’s more to great acoustics than great walls. ceilings, flooring, hVAc, 
lighting, electrical – the sound quality of your space depends on it. 

ceiling  |  look up and listen. does your ceiling absorb sound or amplify it? For peak privacy, pair trendway architectural 
walls with acoustical ceiling tiles that have a minimum stc rating of 35 and a minimum Nrc rating of .65. typically, such 
tiles are constructed of a high-density mineral fiber material that absorbs sound and provides a barrier to noise traveling 
through the tile, across the plenum and through the ceiling into adjacent offices. Batt insulation can increase the stc rating 
of the ceiling by one transmission class and add 10% to its Nrc. simply place batt insulation above the ceiling in the plenum 
adjacent to both sides of the trendWall panel, extending the insulation 18 inches on both sides of the center line for optimum 
effectiveness. We recommend an r-19 factor or greater. 

Flooring  |  Walk around your space, paying particular attention to high-traffic areas. carpeting brings the best sound 
absorption, especially when backed by a quality pad.  Adding a trendWall Flooring solution below the carpet, will not only 
make cabling and re-cabling a space a breeze, it also enhances the spaces ability to deaden sound.  Keep in mind that while 
hardwood or ceramic tile floors may heighten aesthetics, they provide little sound absorption and actually tend to amplify 
sound, due to their high stc.

hVAc  |  When planning heating and cooling systems, think about both comfort and sound control. To maximize acoustics, 
use indirect hVAc ducts wherever possible. And instead of running supply and return air ducts directly from one side of the 
room to the other, branch them from the main lines located outside the space containing private offices. 

lighting and electrical  |  recessed fluorescent lighting and the required ventilation system create facility-wide sound 
transmission issues. To minimize noise, place recessed lighting fixtures as far apart as possible on opposite sides of the wall. 
remember that little spaces can leak big sounds. enhance acoustics by strategically placing electrical outlets.
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CORPORAT E CENT ER 13467 Quincy Street  |  PO Box 9016  |  Holland, MI  |  49422-9016  |  P 616 399 3900  |  Trendway.com
LEARNING CENT ER 43 E. 8th  Street  |  Suite 250  |  Holland. MI  | 49423  |  P 616 399 3900
CHICAGO CENT ER 325 N. Wells Street  |  Chicago, IL  |  60610  |  P 312 661 1808
AT LANTA CENT ER 3525 Piedmont Road NE  |  8 Piedmont Center  |  Suite 210  |  Atlanta, GA  | 30305   |   P 404 995 1630
WASHINGTON CENT ER 1201 New York Avenue NW   |   Suite 280   |   Washington, DC   |   20005   |  P 202 408 7430
LOS ANGELES CENT ER 1933 S. Broadway  |  Suite 126  |  Los Angeles, CA  |  90007  |  P 866 576 3134

trendWall® Architectural Walls and door components are scs indoor Advantage™ certified for indoor Air Quality.

trendway is an employee-owned company.

trendway Workplace solutions

systems
• Choices
• Choices Tables
• Contrada
• Contrada Raw
• Power Arch

Freestanding
• Choices Desking
• Pack Desking
• Intrinsic Freestanding

 
trendway Architectural Products
       • TrendWall 

• TrendWall Clear
• TrendWall Flooring Solution

Filing and storage
• Choices Storage
• Pack Storage

seating 

• CODE • Snap
• Jet  • Stat 
• Live 
• Live II
• Sketch

total workplace solutions, 
total customer satisfaction.
trendway delivers not just furniture but something more:  
fast, flexible solutions backed by unflappable customer service  
and a 99.9% on-time, complete delivery record. We make 
furniture that works – and makes our customers happy.

Peace of mind, that’s our business. Now let’s do some together.


